eL-Horto Vocabulary (from 1973 - )
(fragments)
Just because I don’t seem to remember the way I was born (lead-in) and as
the man of mould doesn't have the habit of remembering their early passing
away (although they might remain departed longer in this manner), so at the
moment when stains of the bubbling divinencephalon in white splashed
onto my silky forehead, my neon rumen started to phosphoresce as well, and
all of a sudden the psychedelic lifexhalation (the prana of socium) flashed
on the spokes of my karmamotor like recycled sunlight, the peristaltic
motion of which reminded of the copulative motion of a mammarycockroach running through the crimson eyeball of a ceasing life (lead out),
well, at that moment it almost made me graveheartedly sorry that I was not
able to provide a quasi-telepathic Revelation (apokalüpszisz) for the letterlicker plebs (obrazovancsina) even through a previous background-infection
of the minds by the help of the ancestors.
Although, the educated mankind is seemingly like a big family, especially
because it has exterminated the others.
For a Tagoreptilian it is always confusing how those damned earthly
religions could survive so long, and how they managed to start at all.
It is possible that one day even She-He is becoming a religion, and then
those mad homoscolopendras will kill people born in coloured water for
Her-Him, or they will say anyway that it is for Her-His sake.
The encyclical letter of the dandruff-souled prophet, Cardinal Rohmayer
(Lateran Software V.2.02.), declares that the first task on the new planets is
to print a cathedral in 3D and then to raise tokamak bonfire for the
humanoids.
Certainly, in olden times, the Jesusalien people never used to speak with
their mouths but on Mondays, because those were the days when they were
allowed to deepen their own graves by a shovelful, they used to dig bit by bit
until they began to believe that one of them had become possessed by the
Holy Spirit (kernel).

Afterwards they finished the person in question off with those special
chrome claws (monstrance) that they always used to carry on themselves in
a neck wallet made of leather actually split form a yet unborn lamb
(Agnuskin Dei) similarly to those Horto-Sea Scrolls on which the following
Rosetta fragments were detected by the scanner of the Fomalhaut translation
program:

*
ach'chatra: Mahall right! The Moebius of the G-point .
aldo-mori: A machine clears the way for another one.
ana malai: Corrugated extension of human conscioussness.
anabola: Prohibited poses in front of the mirror.
anadato: Anticipation of visibles never going to return again.
apsarinka: Moon-cycle of a fly-witted basicranialass.
aqilbat: An acetylization over the Ave Caesar Impregnator anthem’s
metrical foot.
bruttonális: Exponent of a corpse’s pre-desiccation soul-bell.
coogrevita: Zoo-ropa
deredia: Excitation of the consciousness in case of waking up in a foreign
grave.
emperisatio: Life-time in a compressed form.
excrobinta: Faecessence.
exolabrium: Ammo-bracelet of those, who are insisting on punishment of
death.
falaxkalator: Popularboretum sintering by means of a socioradar.

falsika: When a nigromantic prophet’s sentences are going to glacialize into
verbal public halo-tick.
gandharit: Dream seen by a machine.
ganga-jaya: Taste of maternal grandpa.
geetajo: Solar empathy.
geronida: Rancid spider web on an arse.
giriyama: The third heartbeat preceding the first heartbeat of an orgasm.
hai-nuja: Very first vocable of a computer, meaning: „Light is not required
anymore”
halalia: When our mirror image is becoming infected.
hauting: Wilful dissolution of the senses in the course of remembering
hiredato: Anticipation of invisibles going to return again.
hollyferatus: Helldorado or the morsexit.
humajuna: Self-love defying intellect.
hundanira: When the Earth is spreading its crust over four violins.
invergenesia: Hustling chicks in time of spring seminal rage.
juxtapolare: Discursiveness alpha = To be right while speaking.
kasmadron: Action radius of a cauterizational webbazooka.
masolvatio: Or ACMS (Ave Caesar Moisturizing te Salutant), bone-drying.
memaquestion: To approach an event in the acoustics of the x-theory’s
accent.
mimanga: Ability to quit one’s own karma (karmaquitability.)
mimanse: Desiccation of a religion-impaired lobe in a memetic spider web.
mindcarezza: Floor exercise (ásana) of one’s approaches.

moochandrika: To awake in alien body.
mucambita: Steatoceleb
murmurial: Two fluffies are finical.
nettravika: Webcacique in aspic.
nrittivia: To be stillborn.
nua-tua: To die in the presence of outsiders
oparia: The bottom side of an inaccessible rock; a part of human life that is
unapproachable for others.
plastequie: Sratching of lipomucus in the course of a holistic roofing.
prokarioke: When a female flesh-toad opens her ego wide, and the other
inserts/enters his being into it.
punterrogatio: When we hit our enemies’ fist with our nose.
sanganar: Light of the invisible Death-Star.
schiqsalvatio: Karmageddon.
seolitikum: Hellscurf
shimanua: A slide cold, affecting only one nostril.
sietma: Inverse deposit of synthagma.
sigatua: The feeling as if being watched from one’ own inside.
taredani: The sorrow of a mother being aware of her child’s stillbirth.
taregami: The sorrow of an infant in the womb being aware of his/her own
stillbirth.
thetisana: Monochrom Weltanschauung
tirobhava: Decadence taking place on the other continents
tumoga: Situstatus during an eye-to-eye Kuandalini-telepathy.

umanuja: Love between masculine and feminine dummies.
webarka: Your being one’s homepage.
yamanuja: The last heartbeat before death.
yanta-gata: Fairy-membrane.

(Lāszlō Hortobāgyi 1973, www.guo.hu and corresponding member of
"Puppies & Kittens of Budavár" website)

